
STATISTICS 2023 

EXAM TWO 

FALL 2019 

NAME, IN INK. ___ l~..;___~- - - - - ---
SIGNATURE, IN INK. ___________ _ 

CWID, IN INK. ____________ _ 

Retain this exam for grade verification once it is graded and returned to you. 

TRUE OR FALSE. Answer with a capital Tor F. (4 points each) 

f" 1. The amount of water flowing per minute through an irrigation pump is a 
discrete random variable. 

F 2. A continuous random variable is a variable that can be described as the 
number of success outcomes in n independent trials. 

T 3. Probability mass functions indicate how much of the mass of the unit one 
probability that occurs at each value of a discrete random variable. 

1 4. If a variable has a standard normal distribution then the mean of the variable 
is always zero and the standard deviation is always one. 

P 5. The Binomial and the Poisson distributions are always right skewed. 

ST AN OARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION QUESTIONS. State the answer on the line 
provided. ~- (4 points each) 

--•/JI S..3 __ '1_t, __ 6. Find Zo if P(Z < Zo) = 0.16~ /.,."-----;---~- I -. I, tlf 7 = 
. /68'/7~~ 

0,, f '?? J 2,7. Find the P( 0.87 < Z < 1.56 ). 

;;:r(-r-<1.s,)-P(r-~ , z1); 
-;:: , 1 't Db 2. - • ~ 78""$ .:-

Q,.~848 CJ 
.81 8. What is the P( Z > - 0.48)?~:: 

- r(~-c .112)= . ; , y ,,, ~ . ~ :s -
_,_-,_1_6 __ 9. What is the value of zo.025? - • '+8 ' - , 

~,~3/53 
~ J 
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STATE THE ANSWER. State the answer on the line given. 

PAGE TWO 
(4 points each) 

9-__ • _{)_(_q_ 10. Consider a lottery game in which a person can win $0, $1 , or $2,000. 
If 98% of all the people who play win $0 and the probability of winning $1 is only 0.019, 
what is the expected winning amount in this lottery game? /. ) 

.~ 0 ' ;2c7r-o Ex;:;.IA~ ~Kf ~ = 
.1~87-- f {<) .jt .!)lo/ r ~/ ~tJ(-9,E).i.. 1(019)-~( ~I\: 
____ 11. As ume that twenty percent of the files in certairl"' d>mputer system are r; 
contaminated with a omputer virus, called VIRG. ,-lfy ou choose nine files at random 
what is the probability that fewer than three of them are contaminated with the computer 
virus, VIRO? State the answer ~ith four digits past the decimal. 

K .IV ~c n::9'j F= · 2-D) 
, 15 f 11, P(X <3 \-:= P (X~-Z \ :=p(i;tJ) f-~(Y.-1),;-;t:J(X:=2 \=-

____ 12. Twelve perdnt of the steel beims made by US Steel during oA~ :J 
month were found to be 1 /64 of an inch too wide. If you purchased eight of the beams 
made during that month to use in a bridge construction what is the probability that at 
most one of the beams you purchased were found to be 1 /64 of an inch too wide? 
Round your answer to five digits yast the decimal. ) 

x:. I\} & ' ( V1.::: i) f -;; , /Z, 

f (X ~I)~ f (x~) -1-F{y: 1) .:(.~).n ~ r/-1-(~;/, ~1 
'! 2' fJ 5 13. If on average the computer server serving your company's web page 
has 4 errors per hour, then what is the probability of either 5 or 6 errors in one hour? 
Round your answer to two digits past the decimal. X rl.) ft¼' ( /L = L}) 

/" '15 ~11 11~ -1 

PlJ-:;_5)+f(x==6)=- ~f +- - ~, -;= 
The amount of blood need'ed at a hospital during each twenty-four hour period is 
uniformly distributed between the values of 1,200 pints and 2,800 pints. Use this 
information to answer the next three question~1 l 7 ...,_ .,)( 
~ 14. What is the expected amount of blo6d needed atfflospital in a 

twenty-four-hour period? IA C + ¢ I ~h +- ~s-r:r,; 
/YI ;:: - - _____ _. -;;.. A 0-0-0 

• 7 5 15. What is the probab~ty ,:, the hosp~ ':t"ld ~ed more t~an 1,600 

pints of blood in a twenty-four)hour pm-iod? 1.' ~ 
rJ>(X-;;,/ttnJ = e,J IWo _ } _ _ 

') -, 1 8 -:::: (-;;_~ - I' tnJ' I~ t ~ I ~ 
.Lt ~ 16. To provide approptiate services, the hospital needs to have in storage 

the amount of blood needed for next twenty-four hour period. How many pints of blood 
should they have in storage at the beginning of each twenty-four hour period if they 
want to have enough blood in storage so that there is only a 2% chance of running out 

of blood in any twenty-four hour Reriod:) I Ir- rr ---
;(-:- :zg00 _ ~ 02 (JG=/ ., /L:1.----

-== ~ 7 ·~ 8' ,~ 
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STATE THE ANSWER. State the answer on the line given. (4 points each) 
The fuel consumption of a certain type of car measured in miles per gallon (mpg) is 
normally distributed with a mean of 44mpg and a standard deviation of 2mpg. Use this 
information to answer the next five questions. 

1/ '/, 8g 17. Thirty-three percent of the time this type of car has miles per gallon 
greater than what specific mpg value? I{ 7 ~ ✓ 177 ~ # '-f ':I ' 5----1---!= <:::::: - . 3 3 

x,, .,. M f), r.,, t'I ><'o = X 
r1, o$ '-11c.2\ -<-I./J.J+-(11'1).2-~ o ~""-'9~ >=>? t ~ O" ) · f 1 )a. Ninety five percent of the time this type of car has fuel c&umption 

between what two mpg values? State the two values centered around the mean that 
contains 95% of the values. 

/21-t-f~ct,<J 
If'{ t I, 9 ~ ( ;2) -:= -----:-t-:;------:----:-1;;=~--=--,K 

(110.0t / tf1.tJ2-) - I) ~y O . -->~ 
lf 4 19. What is the value of the 50th peTc;~tiTe4or the &?stribution c«f6' / 

consumption measured in miles per gallon (mpg)? 

~ So ~ - --r-----1 

~" bf o/ J-f 1 20. What is the probability that this type of r e'!.Jeds 47.3mpg? jJ 
P(x ✓ 4-7 _;)::; 

, P ( ~> I, GS) ~ 
== I - f (Y; ~ i.' r;) = tt it -r ~ > A' 

1. Q r' -- / - , q.50 ~ 3 == ...,_ ~ t-,s >~ 
~ I • r, 21. Only 1.5% of the time this type of car has fuel consumption that is less / 

than how many miles per gallon (mpg)? 

Xo-== AA~ ~(er) . 015 

= ~4+('2-,n)i -
----,,.;..._--+-- ~---~ I -. b IS ::: 

-:;,9a-so 

- 3o/.lP6 
X 

~--x..;..; ____ Jt,:ir-------~' 
~ i,11 
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ST ATE THE ANSWER. State the answer on the line given. 

PAGE FOUR 
(4 points each) 

Assume 400 observations were randomly drawn from a population of investment returns 
with a mean of 65 dollars and a standard deviation of 50 dollars. Use this information to 
answer the remaining questions. 

__ 6_£ __ 22. What is the numerical value of the mean of all possible sample means 
that would result from the above situation? 

'),5 
____ 23. What is the numerical value of the standard deviation of all possible 
sample means that would result from the above situation? 

o:: rr '§r; -

§'l,G?.G X ==~ -;;~ - :2, $; 

____ 24. Only 0.57% (or 0.0057) of the sample means that result from the 
above sampling situation will be less than what value? 

/ -.t,t)t;7 

1--.L::.--+- ~-:-; ~ 97'/-..J 

, ~1156 
____ 25. What is the probability that the sample mean that results from the 
above situation will be between 63. 75 and 70.5? 


